To Be Or Not To Be?
(The Never-Ending Argument of Origination)

Does truth's interpretation fall upon an individual's opinion in accordance to their own belief system?
“Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away.”
Luke 21:33
The theory of the Big bang seemed to be accepted by the majority upon it's origination, however the
more that scientific evidence frowned upon the hypotheses, scientists began to realize that chemical evolution
and cosmic evolution was very very difficult to explain with this theory.
Overtime, the size approximation of matter that exploded, was compressed from literal miles in
circumference to the size of a period in the print of your textbook.
It seemed that, in itself, caused great controversial questions and challenges that met no satisfactory
explanations until the conclusion came to be that “nothing” exploded.
Should it be a surprise to us that “Big Bang” Theorists are now determining that “Earth” -in itself- is
everlasting, and perhaps there was no big bang? Earth is everlasting and never ending?
How close, to recognizing God's eternal godhead, is this scientist?
Too close. But the challenge, for the Creationist to expound this truth, is yet more complex!
EVOLUTIONIST:

“You believe that God exists?”

CREATIONIST

“Yes.”

EVOLUTIONIST

“And everything must have an origination?”

CREATIONIST:

“Upon earth: Yes.”

EVOLUTIONIST

“So you're saying: God is an exception to the foundational laws of
science? Specifically The *First law of thermodynamics? How did God
originate without this force?”
(*no new form of energy can be made without
using energy already present:)

CREATIONIST:

“Earth's scientific laws are not be applicable to God. God created the Earth
to be bound by certain unchanging laws in science. We cannot apply these
laws to his everlasting Godhead.”

EVOLUTIONIST

“If there is no evidence for God, or to earth's everlasting existance
Isn't our argument irrelevant?

What is the final conclusion?
Two entirely different “Faiths” at a stalemate.
If earth always is and always will be, the evolutionist used thermodynamics first law in the face of the
Creationist, but ignores to apply the second law of thermodynamics to their perspective.
Matter decays, and decomposes at a very surprising rate! (See my article The Spiritual Second Law)
Taking this into perspective, believing that Earth has always been and always will be, is a willing ignorance of
the unchanging degenerate statistics in our world!
▪ The weakening of Earth's magnetic field
▪ The slowing of the rotation of the earth
▪ The disintegration of our solar system (stars/comets/etc.)
▪ The degeneration of the human genetic code
Other topics of concern:
▪ Animal/plant extinction

▪
▪
▪
▪

Pollution
Population
Continental erosion
Newly discovered incurable diseases

One scientist stated:
At the rate Hawaii is being eroded by the ocean, in 1 million years it will no longer exist!
This was a great concern to him!
Has an evolutionist stopped to realize he is fighting a futile battle?
Earth will not last for eternity, and by the rate of decay how could she?
If our earth is to last for eternity, man's evolutionary view would zealously drive them to take drastic
measures to preserve and control Earths functions! (And it has)
Consequently, the theory of Earth's everlasting capabilities collapse under challenge of the 2nd law.
In closing: Does truth's interpretation fall upon an individual's opinion in accordance to their own belief
system?
No. It always begins with the authenticity of Scripture. Science is simply a study of evidence that
further confirms the reliability and unchanging reality of God's Word!
Man can believe however he wishes, but the challenge of truth resides in the inerrant pages of scripture
given to us by our Creator. Whether Creationist or Evolutionist, both may easily err from the very source of this
Truth! And the investigations of nature seem to always point us back to our Creator!
If The Bible cannot be trusted, mankind is doomed to their ever changing and ever assumptive belief
systems.
Evolution, is not simply a scientific theory, it is a matter of FAITH.
But if we hold a faith in error how can it be truth?
It is incomprehensible and irrelevant to explain Earths non-origination while ignoring the Scientific laws
applying to Earth's operational functions disputing the conclusion! In that regard, we cannot compare God and
his celestial perfection to the decomposing scientific laws of Earth that God set up in Genesis! The conclusion
of this reality is inevitable!
“Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world, even from
everlasting to everlasting, thou art God.”
Psalm 90:2
“Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away.”
Matthew 24:35/ Mark 13:31/Luke 21:33
“But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a great
noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be
burned up.”
2 Peter 3:10

